Racial Differences in Antibiotic Prescribing by Primary Care Pediatricians
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**ABSTRACT**

**OBJECTIVE:** To determine whether racial differences exist in antibiotic prescribing among children treated by the same clinician.

**METHODS:** Retrospective cohort study of 1,296,517 encounters by 208,015 children to 222 clinicians in 25 practices in 2009. Clinical, antibiotic prescribing, and demographic data were obtained from a shared electronic health record. We estimated within-clinician associations between patient race (black versus nonblack) and (1) antibiotic prescribing or (2) acute respiratory tract infection diagnosis after adjusting for potential patient-level confounders.

**RESULTS:** Black children were less likely to receive an antibiotic prescription from the same clinician per acute visit (23.5% vs 29.0%, odds ratio [OR] 0.75; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.72–0.77) or per population (0.43 vs 0.67 prescriptions/child/year, incidence rate ratio 0.64; 95% CI: 0.63–0.66), despite adjustment for age, gender, comorbid conditions, insurance, and stratification by practice. Black children were also less likely to receive diagnoses that justified antibiotic treatment, including acute otitis media (8.7% vs 10.7%, OR 0.79; 95% CI 0.75–0.82), acute sinusitis (3.6% vs 4.4%, OR 0.79; 95% CI 0.73–0.86), and group A streptococcal pharyngitis (2.3% vs 3.7%, OR 0.66; 95% CI 0.55–0.77). When an antibiotic was prescribed, black children were less likely to receive broad-spectrum antibiotics at any visit (34.0% vs 36.9%, OR 0.88; 95% CI 0.82–0.93) and for acute otitis media (31.7% vs 37.8%, OR 0.75; 95% CI 0.68–0.83).

**CONCLUSIONS:** When treated by the same clinician, black children received fewer antibiotic prescriptions, fewer acute respiratory tract infection diagnoses, and a lower proportion of broad-spectrum antibiotic prescriptions than nonblack children. Reasons for these differences warrant further study.

**WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT:** Racial disparities in health care have been reported in multiple settings, but not thoroughly examined at the clinician level. The frequent occurrence of respiratory tract infections allows the evaluation of differences in the management of children seen by the same clinician.

**WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS:** Racial differences in the management of common pediatric infections occur among children treated by the same clinician. Given persistent concerns about nonjudicious antibiotic use, examining racial differences may inform our understanding of prescribing practices and identify opportunities for intervention.
Racial disparities in the delivery of health care and outcomes of disease have been identified in multiple clinical settings, but have not been thoroughly examined in the primary care of children with acute respiratory tract infections (ARTI). Given persistent concerns about the nonjudicious use of antibiotics, examining racial differences may inform our understanding of community prescribing practices and suggest opportunities for targeted intervention.

ARTIs provide a unique opportunity to examine whether race affects the diagnosis and treatment decisions of individual providers. First, childhood ARTIs are common, have little variation in disease severity, and are generally managed within a single encounter by a clinician who manages hundreds of ARTIs per year. This contrasts with more complex conditions for which disparities have been identified, such as coronary artery disease or pediatric leukemia, which vary in disease severity and often are managed by several clinicians over multiple encounters. Second, the high volume of ARTI visits means that any disparity would affect a large population. Third, because diagnostic criteria are subjective and antibiotics are known to be overprescribed for pediatric ARTIs, clinician practice is likely to vary. Fourth, although associations between race and antibiotic prescribing have been reported, most studies simply report population statistics; lacking are studies that identify the association of race with prescribing patterns for individual clinicians. Finally, antibiotics are the most frequently prescribed medications to children, and ARTIs account for the vast majority of antibiotic prescribing.

We therefore examined antibiotic prescribing patterns across a large, diverse network of pediatric primary care practices to characterize whether individual clinicians managed ARTIs differently based on patient race. Considering the many factors that could influence such differences, we explored this potential association at the practitioner level, afforded by the large number of clinicians linked via a comprehensive, shared electronic health record (EHR); the frequency of both antibiotic prescribing and ARTI diagnosis; and the racial diversity of the children served.

METHODS
Data Source
Data were obtained from an ambulatory network of 222 clinicians from 25 primary care pediatric practices located across southeastern Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey. A common EHR (EpicCare; Epic Systems, Inc, Verona, WI), used exclusively by all practices for charting and medication prescribing for all office and telephone encounters since 2004, served as the data source.

Data Collection
Patient-level data extracted from the EHR included race (parent reported), gender, age, insurance type, and antibiotic allergies. Visit-level data included practice location; encounter month; encounter type (office, telephone, emergency department); encounter purpose (preventive, nonpreventive); provider type (physician, nurse practitioner, trainee); gender; and years in practice (provider race was not available); encounter and “problem list” International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Edition codes, and prescriptions. Patients were considered members of a practice if they had at least 2 encounters in 2009.

Cohort Assembly
All primary encounters within the network from January 1 through December 31, 2009 by children ≤18 years were included in the initial cohort (Fig 1). For encounter-level analyses, the following were excluded: (1) preventive encounters, to focus on “acute visits” (at which the...
vast majority of antibiotics were prescribed); (2) encounters by children with complex chronic conditions, to restrict the cohort to previously healthy children; and (3) when relevant, encounters by children with antibiotic allergies or by children who received an antibiotic prescription within the previous 3 months (including both office- and telephone-based prescribing), to avoid prescribing decisions influenced by allergies, recurrent disease, or the consideration of resistant pathogens from recent drug exposure. We also repeated the analyses after excluding children with asthma encounters, defined by encounter ICD-9 codes for asthma and wheezing, to address the potential for dilution of the denominator differentially by patient race.

Exposures
The primary exposure was patient race, self-reported and documented in the EHR as black or African American, white, Asian, American Indian/Eskimo/Alaskan, Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, other, or refused. Primary analyses compared black race with a composite of all other race designations in the nonblack category (“nonblack”), which consisted of predominantly white children. Results of antibiotic prescribing and diagnosis analyses were not significantly changed by the presence or absence of other race designations in the nonblack category. Because more than 97% of children in this network were non-Hispanic, ethnicity was not addressed. Frequent office visits during a single “episode of care” might increase the perceived need for an antibiotic prescription. To address this potential explanatory factor; we repeated the analyses with the addition of a covariate measuring the frequency of visits immediately preceding (within 7 days of) an encounter in which an antibiotic was prescribed.

Outcomes
Main outcome measures included (1) antibiotic prescriptions, (2) broad-spectrum antibiotic prescriptions, and (3) encounter diagnoses. Antibiotic receipt was defined as a prescription associated with a specified nonpreventive office visit for an oral antibacterial agent, including penicillin, amoxicillin, amoxicillin-clavulanate, cephalosporins, macrolides, trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, and clindamycin. Amoxicillin-clavulanate, second- and third-generation cephalosporins, and azithromycin were considered broad-spectrum antibiotics, based on American Academy of Pediatrics prescribing guidelines for ARTIs. Fluoroquinolones, tetracyclines, and linezolid were not included, as they were used rarely for ARTIs. Encounter diagnoses for ARTIs (acute otitis media, acute sinusitis, group A streptococcal pharyngitis, and pneumonia) and urinary tract infection (a non-ARTI, with more objective diagnostic criteria) were defined by ICD-9 codes (Appendix 1). Case definitions for ARTIs required (1) the specified ICD-9 code, (2) an associated antibiotic prescription, and (3) for streptococcal pharyngitis, a positive rapid (uniformly available at point of care at each practice) or culture positive laboratory test. Encounters with a diagnosis code for an additional bacterial infection were excluded (Appendix 2). Case definitions were validated through iterative, manual chart review of fields collected electronically and by examining free text fields (eg, physical examination, assessment/plan) in 100 charts per bacterial diagnosis treated with antibiotics; 200 charts for non-bacterial diagnoses (ie, viral infections) treated with antibiotics were randomly selected for review.

Statistical Analysis
To model the association between patient race and antibiotic prescription or ARTI diagnosis, we decomposed the within- and the across-clinician effects to avoid confounding by clinician. The within-clinician parameter represents the estimated effect of patient race on the chances that a clinician will prescribe an antibiotic or diagnose a condition, assuming that a child, alternatively black or nonblack, has been evaluated (as opposed to an across-physician estimate, which measures the association between overall clinician prescribing/diagnosing and the racial composition of that clinician’s practice). Thus, the within-clinician estimate controls for all physician characteristics, including the racial composition of children in their practice.

Because diagnosis is linked tightly with (and might be used to justify) antibiotic prescribing, we examined whether diagnosis of ARTIs varied by race within clinician. Because practitioners have a choice of antibiotic class when treating an ARTI, we asked whether the choice of broad-spectrum versus narrow-spectrum antibiotics differed within clinician according to patient race. We implemented logistic regression in the suite of programs for complex survey designs in Stata v 12.0 (Stata Corp, College Station, TX) to account for the stratification of clinicians within a practice and for the clustering of children within clinician. By using marginal standardization (predictive margins), we estimated probabilities of antibiotic prescribing and diagnosis adjusted for patient characteristics, including gender, age category (<1 year; 1–5 years; 6–10 years; >10 years), and insurance type (Medicaid/non-Medicaid) (Appendix 3). To confirm these within-clinician estimates, we also performed fixed effects multivariable regression in which each clinician was a stratum, adjusted for all patient-level covariates, and created a simple table comparing effects by stratum.

An added concern was that any observed clinician effect might have been concentrated in a subset of the practices rather than diffused throughout the network. To investigate the potential for such effect modification by clinician and practice in the association of the child’s...
race and outcome, we performed separate regressions by using the same decomposition parameterization for each of the 25 practices. This analysis estimated the site-level, within-clinician associations of patient race and outcome.

The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects approved this study.

RESULTS

Study Population

Between January 1 and December 31, 2009, 208,015 children were seen by 222 clinicians across 25 practices (Table 1). Practices varied by number of clinicians (4 to 18), children served (4286 to 17,135), racial characteristics (1% to 96% black), and payer types (4% to 72% Medicaid insurance) of enrolled patients. Of 1,296,517 total encounters, 666,015 were non–office-based encounters (eg, telephone triage, medication refills). After excluding 230,709 preventive encounters, and 36,744 encounters by children with complex chronic conditions, 363,049 office-based nonpreventive encounters (“acute visits”) remained for the primary analyses (Fig 1).

Antibiotic Prescribing Rates

Multivariable analysis adjusting for age, gender, insurance type, clustering of patients within clinician, and stratifying by practice revealed that black children were less likely than nonblack children to receive any antibiotic prescription per acute visit (23.5% vs 29.0%, odds ratio [OR] 0.75; 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.72–0.77) (Table 2). Neither the exclusion of asthma encounters12 nor the addition of a variable measuring the frequency of visits immediately preceding an encounter in which antibiotics were received had appreciable influence on the estimates (OR 0.76 and 0.75, respectively). Black children also made fewer acute visits than nonblack children (1.2 vs 2.0 visits per year), despite attending the same number of preventive visits as nonblack children (1.1 visits per year per child). This difference was not compensated for by visits to the emergency department (0.57 visits per year for black children vs 0.67 visits per year for nonblack children). Given these differential rates of health care use by race, we performed a population-level analysis, revealing that black children received significantly fewer adjusted antibiotic prescriptions per child per year compared with nonblack children (0.43 vs 0.67, incidence rate ratio 0.64; 95% CI 0.63–0.66). Further, when an antibiotic was prescribed, even after exclusion of children with antibiotic allergies or recent antibiotic use, black children were less likely than nonblack children to receive a broad-spectrum antibiotic prescription at any visit (34.0% vs 36.9%, OR 0.88; 95% CI 0.82–0.93) or specifically for acute otitis media (31.7% vs 37.8%, OR 0.75; 95% CI 0.68–0.83) (Table 2).

Diagnosis Rates

After adjustment for age, gender, insurance type, clustering of patients within clinician, and stratifying by practice, black children were less likely to receive a diagnosis of acute otitis media (8.7% vs 10.7%, OR 0.79; 95% CI 0.75–0.82) than nonblack children. Similar differences were present for both acute sinusitis (3.6% vs 4.4%, OR 0.79, 95% CI 0.75–0.86) and group A streptococcal pharyngitis (2.3% vs 3.7%, OR 0.60; 95% CI 0.55–0.66) (Table 3). Rates of diagnosis of pneumonia and urinary tract infection, however, did not differ by patient race.

Additional Analyses

Because of concern of potential clustering of within-physician effects in a
subset of practices, we repeated the analysis of antibiotic prescribing per acute visit by performing similar regressions for each individual practice. Figure 2 displays the ORs of antibiotic prescribing for black children compared with nonblack children for each practice; 24 of the 25 practices generated ORs < 1, revealing a consistent pattern across settings. There was no evidence of effect modification by clinic gender or years of training (data not shown).

**DISCUSSION**

Our data from a large, diverse group of pediatric primary care practices demonstrates that, for individual clinicians, rates of both antibiotic prescribing and ARTI diagnoses varied by patient race. Compared with nonblack children, clinicians were 25% less likely to prescribe an antibiotic to a black child at an acute visit, which equated to 36% fewer antibiotic prescriptions per child per year. Further, clinicians were significantly less likely to diagnose common ARTIs in black children. When black children were prescribed antibiotics, they were less likely to receive a broad-spectrum agent than nonblack children with the same diagnosis seen by the same provider. Exploration of the causes of these differences is critical to ensure the judicious use of antibiotics for ARTIs, which account for the vast majority of antibiotic use in ambulatory pediatrics.

Previous studies have identified differences in health care delivery by patient race in a variety of populations and settings, including adult oncologic surgery, cardiac care, HIV treatment, and emergency department prescribing, as well as pediatric leukemia, appendicitis, asthma care, and child abuse assessment. Little is known, however, about disparities in diagnosis and treatment of simple and common pediatric conditions. Additionally, previous analyses were unable to isolate the impact of patient race on management decisions for illnesses of comparable severity within individual providers. Studies using national sampling data have reported lower rates of broad-spectrum antibiotic prescribing to black adults and a similar (but not significant) trend in children diagnosed with ARTIs in ambulatory settings, but these analyses were unable to compare prescribing by race within clinicians and had relatively limited clinical data available. Our study, however, isolates individual clinician decision-making, by comparing antibiotic prescribing and ARTI diagnosis rates between black and nonblack patients seen by the same clinician at the same practice in the same year, adjusted for patient-level factors that could be associated with the need for antibiotic use.

The difference in diagnosis rates of ARTIs and the associated need for antibiotics cannot be explained biologically. For example, although racial differences in the incidence of otitis media have been reported, these findings were not based on within-clinician analyses. Similarly, the definitive, prospective study of otitis media revealed that, when objectively followed over time, black children developed otitis media at the same rate, if not more often, than white children. In contrast, black children in our study were 21% less likely to receive a diagnosis of acute otitis media. Even more surprising, black children were 40% less likely to receive a diagnosis of streptococcal pharyngitis, a condition for which the case definition included laboratory testing. To our knowledge, there is neither a biological rationale nor epidemiologic evidence consistent with

**TABLE 2** Within-Clinician Antibiotic Prescribing Rate by Patient Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibiotic Prescribing</th>
<th>OR, Black versus Nonblack (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Standardized Probability % (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall (353 049)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.72 – 0.77)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>23.5 (22.5 – 24.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-spectrum (81 056)</td>
<td>0.88 (0.82 – 0.93)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>34.0 (31.5 – 36.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-spectrum, AOM (57 701)</td>
<td>0.75 (0.68 – 0.83)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>31.7 (28.6 – 34.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-spectrum, GAS (7964)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.82 – 1.12)</td>
<td>.567</td>
<td>7.5 (4.6 – 10.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-spectrum, sinusitis (9963)</td>
<td>0.97 (0.84 – 1.11)</td>
<td>.661</td>
<td>44.0 (38.5 – 49.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad-spectrum, pneumonia (5338)</td>
<td>1.00 (0.71 – 1.40)</td>
<td>.953</td>
<td>17.2 (12.3 – 22.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AOM: acute otitis media; GAS: group A streptococcal pharyngitis.  
* Excluding preventive encounters and encounters by children with complex chronic conditions; for analyses of broad-spectrum antibiotic prescribing, encounters by children with antibiotic allergies or antibiotic use within the prior 3 mo were additionally excluded.  
* Total visits used for the analysis.  
* ORs were adjusted and probabilities of antibiotic receipt were standardized for age, gender, age-gender interaction, and Medicaid insurance.  
* For example, standardized probabilities predict that 31.8% of black children diagnosed with AOM and given an antibiotic would receive a broad-spectrum antibiotic prescription versus 37.8% of nonblack children diagnosed with AOM by the same clinician.

**TABLE 3** Within-Clinician Diagnosis Rate of Common Pediatric Conditions, by Patient Race

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>OR, Black versus Nonblack (95% CI)</th>
<th>P Value</th>
<th>Standardized Probability, % (95% CI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOM</td>
<td>0.79 (0.75 – 0.82)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>8.7 (8.2 – 9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinusitis</td>
<td>0.79 (0.73 – 0.86)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>3.6 (3.1 – 4.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAS pharyngitis</td>
<td>0.89 (0.82 – 1.00)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>2.3 (2.1 – 2.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>1.0 (0.89 – 1.1)</td>
<td>.808</td>
<td>1.3 (1.1 – 1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTI</td>
<td>1.0 (0.93 – 1.1)</td>
<td>.725</td>
<td>1.7 (1.7 – 1.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AOM: acute otitis media; GAS: group A streptococcal. UTI: urinary tract infection.  
* Excluding preventive encounters and encounters by children with complex chronic conditions.  
* ORs were adjusted and probabilities of diagnosis were standardized for age, sex, age-sex interaction, and Medicaid.
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a lower incidence of streptococcal pharyngitis in black children. We could not evaluate the drivers or effects of these differences. Although nonblack children attended more acute visits per year, we measured prescriptions and diagnoses per acute visit, which should adjust for this discrepancy. Also, black children did not have an increased rate of emergency department encounters. Finally, our population-based analysis revealed an even more profound difference in antibiotic prescribing, 35% fewer prescriptions per child per year, consistent with our findings that black children both attended fewer acute visits and, when presenting, received fewer antibiotics than nonblack children. Given the tight link between diagnosis and antibiotic prescribing, it is unclear from these data whether the diagnosis always drove antibiotic prescribing or, alternatively, whether the diagnosis of an ARTI was sometimes driven by the desire (and justification) for an antibiotic prescription.

The complex nature of the doctor-patient relationship might partially explain these observations. Differences in stated parental expectations (“My child needs antibiotics”), physician perception of parental expectations (“This parent is going to demand antibiotics”), or the use of shared decision-making (“Here are the options. Let’s decide together how to proceed.”) that correlate with patient race could account for some or most of the differential prescribing rates apparent in these analyses, consistent with previous reports. Practitioner bias affecting medical decision-making by patient race and socioeconomic status has been described, but its relevance to the diagnosis and treatment of ARTIs is unclear. Because overprescribing of antibiotics to children with ARTIs is common, we hypothesize that this discrepancy reflects overprescribing, both for all antibiotics and for the relative proportion of broad-spectrum antibiotics, to nonblack patients, rather than underprescribing to black patients. Whether this represents a true health care disparity, however, remains uncertain, and future evaluation should include clinical outcomes, including treatment failure and adverse drug effects. The relatively subjective diagnosis (and subsequent treatment) and limited severity of illness of the ARTIs studied might facilitate such variable prescribing. Our study revealed no racial differences in diagnosis rates of urinary tract infection, a condition with more objective diagnostic criteria, or pneumonia, one with potentially more severe sequelae if left untreated.

This study had limitations. First, these results might not be generalizable. This network, however, included 222 clinicians serving 208,015 patients across urban, rural, and suburban settings in both academic and community practice environments, and results were consistent across these locations. Second, although data were extracted from an EHR by using ICD-codes to identify ARTIs, we used multifactorial case definitions (eg, streptococcal pharyngitis required an acute pharyngitis code, antibiotic receipt, and a positive laboratory test) to reduce misclassification, and case definitions were consistent across race categories. Third, we could not adjust for patient socioeconomic status, which is correlated with race; however, adjustment for insurance type did not affect the results. Fourth, although comparisons across individual practice groups revealed a consistent association between patient race and prescribing/diagnosis, we could not estimate variability in prescribing between individual practitioners because of a limitation in statistical power at this level of data. Last, unobserved factors might have influenced the relationship between patient race and antibiotic prescribing or diagnosis; however, selection differences were minimized by the within-clinician analyses, which controls for both physician characteristics and the racial composition of his or her practice, coupled with the broad scope of adjustments and exclusions.
In conclusion, compared with non-black children managed by the same primary care pediatrician, black children received fewer overall antibiotic prescriptions, a lower rate of ARTI diagnoses, and, when receiving an antibiotic for an ARTI, a lower proportion of broad-spectrum antibiotic prescriptions. More research is needed to elucidate the factors that account for these differences, including parental preferences, provider perceptions of parental preferences, and implicit and unconscious biases of providers. A better understanding of these factors could inform interventions to help improve antibiotic use for all children.
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### APPENDIX TABLE 1 ICD-9 Codes Used for Defining Encounter Diagnoses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acute otitis media</td>
<td>382, 382.0, 382.00, 382.01, 382.02, 382.4, 382.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute sinusitis</td>
<td>461.8, 461.9, 475.9, 473.2, 473.1, 475.0, 487.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group A streptococcal pharyngitis</td>
<td>034.0, 482, 463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pneumonia</td>
<td>482.9, 486, 485, 483.8, 481, 519.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary tract infection</td>
<td>599, 599.0, 788.41, 788.1, 590.1, 590.10, 590.11, 590.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### APPENDIX TABLE 2 ICD-9 Codes Used for Defining Non-ARTI Diagnoses Excluded From Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Inclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Otitis externa</td>
<td>380.10, 380.11, 380.12, 380.13, 380.14, 380.15, 380.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin/soft tissue infection</td>
<td>680, 680.0, 680.1, 680.2, 680.3, 680.4, 680.5, 680.6, 680.7, 680.8, 680.9, 681, 681.0, 681.00, 681.01, 681.02, 681.1, 681.10, 681.11, 681.9, 682, 682.0, 682.1, 682.2, 682.3, 682.4, 682.5, 682.6, 682.7, 682.8, 682.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyme disease</td>
<td>088.81, 919.4, 711.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acne</td>
<td>706.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic sinusitis,</td>
<td>475.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mycoplasma infection</td>
<td>041.9, 483.0, 711.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staphylococcal infection</td>
<td>041.10, 041.11, 041.12, 041.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bite wound</td>
<td>879.8, 879.9, 859.9, E906.5, E906.0, E906.3, 881.0, 880.0, 883.0, 882.0, 881.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oropharyngeal infection (not group A streptococcal pharyngitis)</td>
<td>522.5, 522.4, 528.3, 475, 478.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Streptococcal infection (without pharyngitis)</td>
<td>034.1, 041, 041.00, 041.01, 041.1, 041.08, 390, 040.82, 566, 580.0, 686.9, 711.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pertussis</td>
<td>033.0, 033.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexually transmitted infection</td>
<td>079.9, 079.8, 079.98, 614.9, 616.1, 616.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone/joint infection</td>
<td>730.20, 730.21, 730.22, 730.23, 730.24, 730.25, 730.26, 730.27, 730.28, 730.29, 711.06, 711.05, 711.05, 711.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacterial gastroenteritis</td>
<td>008.5, 008.43, 008.00, 004.9, 004.3, 003.9, 003.1, 003.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### APPENDIX TABLE 3 Stata Code for Within-Clinician Analyses

```
svset provnum, strata(nsite2)
sort provnum
by provnum: egen mrace = mean(afam)
degen drace = (afam-mrace)
svy: logit abx mrace drace i.age_cat sex i.age_cat_sex new_medicaid i.office_clust_cat, or
estat effects, deff
svy: logit abx mrace i.afam i.age_cat sex i.age_cat_sex new_medicaid i.office_clust_cat, or
margins i.afam
estat effects, deff
```

- Declares that the data will be analyzed by using survey design.
- Declares that the primary sampling unit (or cluster) for the analysis will be the provider.
- Declares that the analysis will be stratified by the practice.
- The variable “mrace” represents the mean number of encounters with black patients who a given provider sees. This is the between-clinician component of race (nonblack versus black).
- The variable “drace” represents the within-clinician component of race (nonblack versus black).
- The full survey logistic model adjusting for patient level factors and including both the between- and within-clinician components of the association of race (nonblack versus black). The primary outcome is antibiotic prescription.
- Calculates the design effect of the model.
- The full survey logistic model adjusting for patient level factors and including the between-clinician component of the association of race and race as a fixed effect. The primary outcome is antibiotic prescription.
- Calculates the marginal probability of receipt of antibiotic by race (nonblack versus black).
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